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„Obviously I'm not a dick, right?“
Positioning masculine identities
on the mediated conversational
von Linus Westheuser
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Talk” in which she gives a detailed actives in all-male conversations and conIn this essay I will look at a group of four trasting them with others recorded in
male students watching the dating and
game show “Take Me Out” and in this context analyse the construction of masculinitheoretical background of this study is provided by the analysis of media consumption as interaction on a ‘mediated conversa-

-

and the positioning approach to gendered
identities as developed by Neill Korobov
and Micheal Bamberg.

-

to ask with Deborah Cameron, whether
Synthesizing both perspectives I will ap- nessed these scenarios occurring in real
proach the collected data to ask how the
participants use the conversational frame
of communal TV watching for positioning
themselves; and in what way the recourse
to masculinity, in relation to other features,
ration of this research question in the light cultural logic so pervasive in Western
of the mentioned theories, I will introduce
the context and realisation of the study. I
will then go on to analyse selected sequen- investigate it. Amongst others, the disces from the obtained data. Concludingly I
- science suggest that through instrucuss their implications.
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gendered structures are implicated in
positioning approach developed in disthere has been a call in Gender Studies
lain, masculinities are here seen as an
“empirical phenomenon occurring in
ceptualises masculinities as non-onto- ted through positionings, or the high-

-

-

and subverting hegemonic norms. Simi-

conversation and discourse devices,
again with a view to their co-construc- within it.
-

proach taken here, Bamberg and Koro-

adolescent males draw up positionings
-
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- their homes to distinguish three levels
al desire, while also hedging against
pronouns directed at a participant in the
ching can be understood as conversatioshow to invoke their own personal exgrammes are not the passive recipients
messages, but “respond to the conversa-

-

-

-

-

-

ve, are at hand.
participants will engage in interactions
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the TV show (1), responding to its con- gle women and has to impress them in
tents and cues on all the three levels (2). order to be able to go on a date with one
(3) and will emerge in positionings also
- the man gets to choose whom to date
sational devices in the interaction both
among the participants and with the TV
show (5).
-

scripts while at the same time being stetioning against deviance.
cussion about which TV programme to
watch and the conversations while wat-

gaging with a TV show while not wat-

present during the recording without
contributing much to the conversations
there is debate between the participants
Chris (all names changed), are undertranscript can be obtained from the author.
transcript are indicated as: (Sec: Line Number))
- 1
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2
3

Out
Chris: can we not watch a shit TV
show? Can we (.) sho- (.)
watch a good TV°- how

sing it in the conversation – which he
running on the computer.

4
5
6
Wire
Chris: how about we watch:::
8

hegemonic and heteronormative gender
ob
(.) but

10
11

certain::: um. ((seeing a
video on the computer))
THIS GUY WAS SO AWE

peated vetoing and turning on the show
(1: 12-32), which prompts Bojan to join
the conversation:
(Excerpt from Sec. 1, ll. 32-41)

12
32
Out<
33
Amid advocates the show, with Chris
viewing it as “shit” and proposing to

34
35
- 36 Chris:
good

[(inaudible) is

lowing sequences when stating “obvi- 38 Bojan:
women
(1.5)
40 Amid: just go with it ((starts
clapping with the show
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audience)) clap man clap (.)
41

enumerated above. As it is to be expecsponses in the data. Besides (near-)mini-

take part in it

show. Although we will see in the contikeep the male candidate home she
would “let the candles do the talking,
where the night goes”, to which Bojan
tack” (5: 45).
Like in these examples, the responses
phatic clapping that marks the begin-

ness bench:

interaction on the mediated conversati(Excerpt from Sec. 3, ll. 10-17)
the reluctant Chris to “clap, man, clap”, 10 Amid: woo:h is that his special
his participation.

seconds
11

interact with the mediated conversatio- 14

-
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15
came in
16

-

-

derstand what he was doing))
Chris: true (.) nor did I (.) I like her
ve reaction to a character in the show (“I
like her”) is linked to expressing a rejec-

the statement hints at the ambivalence

teract with the interviewed women in

(Excerpt from Section 6, ll. 1-4)
1

in which both Amid and Bojan engage in
a short and indirect conversation invol-

((presenter to a male candidate, re(Excerpt from Sec. 2, ll. 1-4)

2

cracker))

1

3
slapped her arse earlier
4

others)) (1.0) just the right

2

just desperate
girls that keep coming back
Bojan:
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3

like women have the power

-

4
idiot
(Excerpt from Sec. 5, ll. 46-50)
idiot (.) goade46
went to the bank right (.)
tent. Starting his statement, as Amid

voice)) tried to persuade
48

ted when in another sequence Amid, Bo-

contracts (.)um the bank
accountants were like
speaking banters like
work hard

50
it
laugh))
trick?” as quoted earlier), interrogating
the participants construct their responses in opposition to the show and its candidates. However, in accordance with
tions with personal experience to diver- tings. On the other hand this as well can
- be read as a gender-relevant positioning
-
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king.
positionings, or in other words, set the
gests that a mediated conversational

encompassing both the television programme and its viewers, is constructed cerned it seems clear that a critical theothrough response practices on all the
rogating statements made in the studio.
-

take part”.

indoctrination that has become the unslighted are the diverse and localised
communicative practices involving
mass media, as well the relational space
in which mediated and unmediated neated. Both can contribute to an interactional perspective which – without assuming the receiving side as the sole or

participants should become more transparent: What – as one might still wonder hold.
In a similar sense the example given in
culinities as cultural practice. In a posi- tioning approach, as introduced here,
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change contributing to a relational
- Austin
masculinities remains uncertain to a

Bamberg

- Cameron
Blackwell.
relevant in vicarious positionings, be- Coates

-

However, although the data presented Connell
ted conversation, the question remains Cornwall, Andrea/
- parative Ethnographies. London: Rout- ledge.
mediated and the immediate conversa- nia Press.
-
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Nature. London: Free Association
Books.
1 second
Horton, David/Wohl

Korobov,

Neill/Bamberg

(1.5)

Timed pause in
seconds

[overlap]

Overlapping speech

°quieter°

Encloses talk that is
quieter than the
surrounding talk

LOUD

Talk that is louder than
the surrounding talk

Emphasis

Emphasis

Nothing!”. Positioning Identities in
(Eds.): Selves and Identities In Narrative
cc/~mbamberg/Papers/Strip_Poker.doc,
accessed: 18/02/10).
Wood
versational Floor. An Interactive Ap-

surrounding talk
Wood
Press.

-

slower than the
surrounding talk
(brackets)

Encloses words the
transcriber is unsure
about

((comments))

Encloses comments
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sound
.

Stop in intonation
successive talk
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